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Surface energy in liquids and the Hadwige~ integral theorem 

A. BLJNOWSKI and A. TRZ~SOWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

THE CONTRIBUTION of the interface curvatures to the surface energy density is discussed. The 
attention is focused on the restrictions imposed on the possible form of this contribution 
by the properties of the functional of total energy of the liquid body. The requirement of the 
continuity, additivness and the invariance with regard to isometry in the case of convex 
bodies give the linear dependence of the surface energy density on the mean curvature H 
and the Gaussian curvature K. This results in the additional term in the expression for the 
pressure discontinuity at the interface equal to rx.K, where rx. is the material constant describing 
the contribution of the curvature H into the surface energy density. The contribution of the 
Gaussian curvature is shown to be responsible for the discontinuous total energy change 
associated with the change of the topological connection of the body. 

Rozpatruje si~ ograniczenia nakladane przez wlasno8ci funkcjonalu energii ciala na postac 
hipotetycznej zaleznosci g~stosci energii powierzchniowej od krzywizn powierzchni rozdzialu 
faz. Zlldanie cillglosci, addytywnosci, niezmienniczosci wzgl~dem izometrii prowadzi dla cial 
wypuklych do liniowej zaleznosci g~stosci energii powierzchniowej od krzywizny sredniej H 
i krzywizny Gaussa K. Taka zaleznosc prowadzi do pojawienia si~ dodatkowego czlonu row
nego rx.K w wyrazeniu na niecillglosc cisnienia na powierzchni rozdzialu faz, gdzie wsp61czyn
nik rx. opisuje wklad krzywizny sredniej H do wyrai:enia na g~to§c energii powierzchniowej. 
Wykazano, ze wklad krzywizny Gaussa do g~stosci energii powierzchniowej powoduje skon
czone przyrosty energii calkowitej przy zmianie sp6jnosci ciala. 

PaccMaTpaBaiOTCH orpaHR'leHaH Ha.Kna.zu,IsaeMbie CBOHCTBaMa <i>YHI<lUIOHaJia :meprHH TeJia 
Ha BH~ rnnoTeTa~eC.KOH 3aBI{CI{MOCTI{ ITJIOTHOCTI{ noBepXHOCTHOH 3Hepraa OT .KpaBa3H no

BepXHOCTeH pa3~ena <Pa3. Tpe6oBaHaH Hepa3pbiBHOCTa, aMHTaBHOCTa, HHBapaaHTHOCTH 
no OTHOWeHHIO I< H30MeTpaa npHBO~HT, ~JIH Bbiny.KJibiX TeJI, I< JII{HeHHOH 38BHCHMOCTa 
llJIOTHOCTa rtosepXHOCTHOH 3HeprHH OT cpe~eH .KpaBa3Hbl H H .KpHBI{3Hbl raycca K. Ta.KaH 
38BacaMOCTb npaBOMT .K llOHBJieHHIO ~OllOJIHHTeJibHOrO ~eHa, paBHOrO rx.K, B Bbipa>KeHHH 

,wm pa3pbiBa ~asneHaH Ha nosepxHOCTH pa3~ena <Pa3, r~e .Ko3<P<PJ.ll{aeHT rx. onncbiBaeT B.KJia):( 
cpeAHeH .KpaBH3Hbi H B Bbipa>KeHaa ~JIH nnoTHocTa noBepxHOCTHOH 3Heprnn. llo.Ka3aHo, 
liTO B.KJI8~ .KpaBH3Hbi raycca B llJIOTHOCTb noBepXHOCTHOH 3HepraH Bbl3biB8eT .KOHe~Ie 
npnpameHHH llOJIHOH 3Hepraa npa 1{3MeHeHaa CBH3HOCTH TeJia. 

1. Introduction 

IN ROCK analysis and in stereographic metallography the so-called first theorem on the func
tionals on convex bodies (Hadwiger theorem) is employed [1]. This theorem has been 
recently applied to the problems of mechanics by A. TRz~sowsKI [2, 3] . . 

In the present paper the authors present some possibilities opened by using the Had
wiger theorem for the analysis of the nonclassical mathematical model of surface tension 
proposed in 1971 by A. BLINOWSKI [4]. 
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134 A. BLINOWSKI AND A. T~WSD 

2. Surface energy of liquid bodies 

In this paper we shall consider a simple model of incompressible fluid without memory 
effects, whose internal energy is entirely determined by the temperature. We shall assume 
also that the temperature is held constant, i.e. we confine our attention to the strictly 
reversible isothermal processes. 

In the theory of capilla~ity a finite energy density is attributed not only to volume but 
also to the surface measure, thus we should define the body in such a way that the limit
ing case of the thin film (infinitely thin, in the sense of the phenomenological approxi
mation used here) should be also considered as a body. 

Following HADWIGER [5] we shall define the convex body as a compact convex sub
set of Euclidean three-dimensional point space. If such a subset contains internal points, 
we shall call it a proper convex body, otherwise we shall call it an improper convex body. 

These definitions are strictly geometrical. In the physical sense we shall understand 
bodies as the materially homogeneous one phase (say A-phase) domains (or improper 
domains), all of them made of the same substance and surrounded by the same homoge
neous internal medium (B-phase). 

In line with the classic capillarity approach, that is assuming the existence of the con
stant surface energy density (J, we can endow every convex body under consideration with 
the energy functional E(A) = eV(A)+aS(A) where V(A) and S(A) are the volume and 
the surface of the body and e denotes the volumetric energy density. 

According to the Hadwiger theorem [5], such a functional meets the following con
ditions (cf. [2]): 

a) Invariance with regard to isometry, i.e. when A 1 and A 2 are isometric bodies of the 
same phase then 

E(Al) = E(A2) . 

b) Additiveness in the following sense: 

E(A1 uA2) = E(A1)+E(A2)-E(A1 nA2). 

c) Vanishing for empty sets 

E(</>) = 0. 

d) Continuity 

A,. -+ A => E(A,.) -+ E(A). 

By A,. -+ A we mean convergence in the sense of the Blaschke metrics in the set of all 
convex bodies: 

where 

and K(a, e) is a sphere of radius e and with the center in a (see Fig. 1). 
- But, again according to the Hadwiger theorem, the functional E(A) = eV(A)+aS(A) 

is not the only possible functional which meets the conditions a)-d). 
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The theorem claims that the general form of the functional which meets these condi
tions can be represented as follows: 

(2.1) E(A) = eV(A)+aS(A)+()CH(A)+fJK(A), 

where e, C1, ex, p are some constants and H(A), K(A) are, respectively, the integral mean 
curvature and the total Gaussian curvature of the body surface. 

The relation (2.1) will serve us as the starting point in our attempt aimed for the gen
eralization of the mathematical model of capillarity. Thus we shall assum~ that the energy 

FIG. 1. Convex body A(/ • 

functional of every convex body within the framework of our model can be expressed as 
in the relation (2.1) where e, u have the same sense as in the classical model and a, {J are two 
additional material constants. (We remind here that the temperature is assumed to be 
constant and uniform). 

In the case of the smooth surfaces oA the magnitudes H(A) and K(A) can be expres
sed as 

(2.2) ii(A) = f HdS, 
a A 

where H denotes the mean (local) curvature and 

(2.3) K(A) = f KdS, 
a A 

where· K is the Gaussian curvature. 
Let us mention that the expressions (2.2) and (2.3) are also valid and strictly deter

mined in the case when the surface is only piecewise smooth, i.e. it contains some edges 
and corners (cf. [1]). Here, however, for the sake of simplicity we confine our attention 
to the bodies with the smoth bounding surfaces. For such bodies the relation (2. f) can 
be rewritten as follows: 

(2.4) E(A) = f edV+ f (a+cxH+fJK)dS. 
A oA 

On one hand it is obvious that the expression (2.4) can be, at least formally, applied 
to describe the behaviour of an arbitrary (not obviously convex) body bounded with a 
smooth surface. On the other hand it can hardly be supposed that the energy functional 
suffers drastic changes on the transitions from the convex bodies to the other shapes. 
Thus we will assume that: 
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136 A. BUNOWSKI AND A. TRZ~WSKI 

e) The energy functional of an arbitrary shaped body bounded with a smooth surface 
can be expressed as in Eq. (2.4). 

In the next section we shall examine some mathematical consequences of this assump

tion. 

3. Mechanics of bodies with curvature dependent surface energy 

The model of the curvature dependent surface energy considered by A. BLINOWSKI 

[4] did not assume any certain form of the expression w = w(H, K) describing the sur
face energy density as · a function of the invariants of the second metric form of the sur

face. 
It does not follow from the considerations presented in the previous section that there 

exists a surface energy density function, but it does follow that if it exists, then being 
integrated over the whole surface it should give rise to the surface integral in Eq. (2.4). 

If we assume, however, that the density function exists, then again we cannot claim 
that it is equal to the expression under the surface integral sign in Eq. (2.4); we may sus
pect that the density function contains some terms which identically vanish being in
tegrated over the arbitrary closed surface. On the other hand, however, the authors can
not point out any regular enough function of Hand K having the mentioned property. 
This fact as well as the close correspondence with the classic model leads us to assume 
that: 

f) The energy functional E can be defined for an arbitrary domain D of the body sur
face and it can be expressed as follows: 

(3.1) E(D) = f (a+a.H+PK)dS. 
D 

This assumption implies the existence of the surface energy density function w = Cl+ 
+a.H+PK. 

In [4] and, indirectly, in [6] it was shown that the membrane model of the surface 
tension is not adequate for the description of the mechanical behaviour of such an inter
face for which the energy density depends on the curvatures; in that case a mose complex 
Cosserat two-dimensional model (shell model) should be used (cf. [7]). . 

For the sake of completeness and to avoid unnecessary complications due to exces
sive generality, we prefer to re-derive all the necessary relations rather than to make re
ferences to the paper by A. BLINOWSKI [4] (it should also be noticed that the mentioned 
paper .contains some minor mistakes). 

We assume that for every regular material domain S of the surface and for every ve
locity field, the following integral energy balance law should be obeyed: 

(3.2) J wdS = J pivldS+ J Ticxvcxvldl+ J Micxvcxnkti 1eutdl, 
s s as <. as 

n; denote the components of the unit normal vector pointing outside the A-phase do
main, p; - components of the vector of the surface density of external forces acting on 
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SURFACE ENERGY IN LIQUIDS AND THE HADWIGER INTEGRAL THEOREM 137 

the surface (i.e. the resultant of the forces exerted by the A and B-phases), Tia. - com
ponents (in the mixed basis) of the surface stress tensor (T;a.,a. = Tl, where Ti- compo
nents of the contact force acting across the unit length of oS), Mia.- components of 
the moment tensor (Mia.,a. = Mi, where Mi- vector of the moment acting across the 
unit length of the contour) (1). For the other symbols- see Appendix. In the Appendix 
we also quote all necessary relations which will be used in the further transformations 
of Eq. (3.2). 

Using Eqs. (A.23)-(A.27) and (A.l5) we can rewrite Eq. (3.2) in the form of the sur
face integral 

(3.3) j { [ac(Ha"~ -b"")~-{IKa""~ + cta.Pt~ -S~~n•- T'•+S~·b~,a""r.Jv •.• 

+ [~aa.fln"+fJ(2Haa.fl_ba.fl)n"-Sa.fln"]v - [T"a.+p"]v }ds = 0 2 k,a.fJ ,a. k ' 

where 

Sa.fJ ~ Mia.glit~e: P. 

The relation (3.3) should hold for every material surface domain. Therefore, for every 
velocity field the expression under the sign of integral must identically vanish; this is 
possible if and only if all the the terms in Eq. (3.3) which are multiplied by the velocity 
gradient of the same order identically vanish (values of the gradients of each order at 
any given point can be chosen independently). 

Thus the following relations should hold: 

( 3.4) T,~ + p" = 0' 

(3.5) T"a. = cx(Harxfl -ba.fl)t~- {JKacxflt~ +aacxflt~- S~tpn" + Sflcxbp,a~t'J, 

(3.6) s<cxfJ> = .!!:__acxfl+fJ(2Hacxfl_ba.fJ), 
2 

where the indices in parentheses denote the symmetric part of the tensor. 
The foregoing considerations give no cue on the skew-symmetric part of S (we de

note it by s <cxfl>). 
Let us suppose for now that s <a.fl> does not necessarily vanish. We are able then to 

write the following identities: 

(3.7) 

where 

s<a.fl> = s ea.fl' 

df 1 s = 2 s<cxfl >ecxfJ· 

Substituting Eqs. (3.6) and (3. 7) into Eq. (3.5) and taking into account Eq. (A.18), 
we obtain 

(3.8) T'" = o: ( Ha.P- ~ b"") ~ + cta.P ~- (Sif'l'b~,a""f.-S, ~ lf'l'n•) . 

(
1

) On the correctness of . the concepts of Tia. and M iiX tensors see [7]. 
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138 A. BLINOWSJCI AND A. TRZ~WSD 

Divergences of the terms in parentheses vanish (cf. Eq. (A.28) and (A.29)); therefore, 
substituting Eq. (3.8) into Eq. (3.4) and using Eq. (A.12) we obtain 

(3.9) P".+<X(Ha-P- ~b-P) n'b.p+aa-Pb.pn• = 0, 
thus 

(3.10) 

i.e. the surface cannot transmit tangential force, it means that there is no discontinuity 
of the tangent stress across the surface. Using Eqs. (A.16) and (A.17) we obtain the fol
lowing result: 

(3.11) Jin" = - cxK ~ 2aH, 

which, for ex = 0, reduces to the Laplace formula . 

(3.12) .1p = -2Ha. 

4. Discussion 

In this section we present some further arguments in support of the assumptions 
introduced in the previous sections, as well as some consequences ·of these assumptions. 

Let us notice that in choosing the sense of the normal we determined in fact the sign 
of the mean curvature in such a way, that for the convex domain containing the A-phase 
(A-convex body) the sign of the mean curvature will always be nonpositive and vice versa 
for the B-convex body - nonnegative. Generally speaking the mean curvature will be neg
ative if the centre of the bigger curvature (we mean bigger in the sense of absolute value), 
lies on the A-side of the interface, and positive in the opposite case. 

Defining the A-convex bodies and B-convex bodies we find at once that all the consid
erations of the previous section which were conducted for~_A-convex bodies can be re
peated without change for the B-convex bodies. 

We are now able to examine the assumptions made at the sections (2) and (3) from 
a slightly different viewpoint. 

If we employ the Hadwiger theorem separately to A-convex and B-convex bodies and 
assume the existence of the surface energy (neglecting possible terms which do not con
tribute to the surface integrals), then we are left with the following situation: 

(4.1) W = {aA+cxAH+{JAK 
aB+ CXBH + {JBK 

for A-convex bodies, 

for B-convex bodies. 

For obvious reasons we should put rJA = aB, otherwise we would obtain two different 
values of w for the fiat surface. The expression ( 4.1) do not suggest whether . ex A = cxB 
and {JA = PB or not; they also give no information about the expression for w in those 
parts of the surface of arbitrary (neither A-convex nor B-convex) bodies on which K < 0. 

e> This result is due to the hidden assumption of the continuity of the velocity vector across the sur. 
face, i.e. the possibility of the introduction of the unique material coordinates at the surface. 
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In the sections (2) and (3), by introducting the assumptions (e) and (f) we have cho
sen in fact the simplest possible answer for these questions, i.e. we have assumed that 

cxA = cx8, fJA = fls· 
Despite the whole arbitrariness of such a procedure, the simplicity and the aesthetic 

value of the mathematical description which has been obtained incline the authors towards 
the opinion that it is worthwhile to discuss some properties of the model. 

As regards the local properties of the interface, we should point out that the nonclas
sical behaviour of the pressure discontinuity can be detected only on the double-curved 
(i.e. with K =1= 0), single interface. For obvious reasons (see Eq. (3.11) if K = 0, then the 
pressure discontinuity has the classical form. As regards the pressure discontinuity on 
the double surface (modelling the physical behaviour of the thin film), its behaviour does 
not differ from the classical one even in the case when K =I= 0: on the two opposite sides n 
has the opposite sense and the pressure discontinuities due to - cxK-term cancel each other 
(contrary to the contribution of 2uH, which is doubled in this case). 

Thus the possible deviation from the Laplace model cannot be detected, e.g. in ex
periments with straight capillary waves at the · interface or in any experiment with thin 
films. 

Let us now turn to some other quantities introduced in Sect. 3. The vector of the mo
ment Mi = Miava. represents a generalized force performing work on the normal vector 
rotation. We can see that the normal component of M equal to Mini does not contri
bute to the work being performed, indeed, 

(4.2) 

At first glance one would suppose that the quantity Mia.n; should be determined using 
some additional assumptions. Let us, however, represent Mia. as follows: 

(4.3) Mia. = (Mla.n")ni+M1a.gut~aP"t~ 

and demand the following integral moment balance equation to be satisfied: 

(4.4) 

where R" are the components of the position vector in the arbitrary fixed coordinate sys
tem. Performing rather long, however quite elementary transformations, and using the 
relations (3.4)-(3.8), we obtain 

(4.5) 

hence we are able to claim that 

(4.6) 

(M1a.n1), 11 = 0, 

(Mla.n")ba., = 0, 

df I 
The other quantity S = T s<a.fJ>ea.~ however, still remains undefined. 

Projecting Eq. (3.5) on the normal and tangent directions we obtain the following 
expressions: 

(4.7) 
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140 A. BLINOWSICI AND A. TRZ~WS.KI 

(4.8) T<P 11> = HSell'f, 

where the brackets stand for the skew-symmetric part and Tll(l. ~ T; 11tffg;kaufl. According 
to Eqs. (4.2) and (4.6) the quantity Mi11 is completely determined by its projection M&t., 
for which, in virtue of the definition of sa.tJ and the relations (3.6) and (3. 7) we obtain 

(4.9) M"' = Sa"'+ { 2/IH + ; ) ..._- flb.P <,.pa"'. 

Preserving S :f= 0 would mean that for the spherical interface we could expect from Eq. 
(4.8) the presence of non-vanishing T<P(I.> and the twisting moment (from. Eq. (4.9)) but 
that would mean the violation of the invariance with regard to the complete orthogonal 
group of space transformations. Thus, so far as we stand on the ground of the mentioned 
invariance, we are rather inclined to put S = 0. 

Let us also mention that (independently of the possible value of S) we obtain the fol
lowing relation: 

(4.10) pin1 = - Pflba./1, 

(compare Eqs. (3.8), (3.9) and the definition of Ta.fJ in Eq. (4.8)) The same formula was 
obtained by L. E. SCRIVEN [8] applied to the different physical situation, namely under 
the assumption of the anisotropy of T(l.fJ due to the surface viscosity and surface tensions 
inhomogeneities. Thus in the authors' opinion Eq. (4.10) can be considered as the gener
alized Laplace formula which in the case of the classic theory reduces to 

(4.11) pin1 = -(]aa.!Jba.p· 

In our discussion of local properties we quote for reference the representation of T 

and M in the orthonormal basis of the principal curvature coordinate system {for which 

b = r~· ~:n: 
[

• 01 ~ r~1 01 r· 01 ~ r~2 01 T = ( ~H + (]) 0 I - T 0 ~2 = (] 0 1 + 2- 0 ~1 ' 

(4.12) 

M = ~ [-~ ~] + P [ _o~. ~~]. 
At the last point of this section ~e shall discuss the physical meaning of the fJ-coeffi.

cient in Eq. (3.1). As it has been already shown this quantity does not affect the local 
equilibrium, thus at first glance one would claim that it can be assumed to be equal to zero 
without loss of generality. 

On the other hand, however, some authors [lO] have pointed out that the usual di
mensionless criteria which can be formulated using such quantities like surface tension, 
density, vistosity etc. give no cue for the description of the flow discontinuities (i.e. the 
changes of the topological connection of the bodies such like the rupture or the film perfo
ration (Figs. 2, 3). 

We shall show here that our p-coeffi.cient can be possibly regarded as such a quantity 
(missing in the classical theory) which can supply some information about this subject. 
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According to the Gauss-Bonnet ·theorem, ( cf [9]) for any smooth surface domain S 
bounded with the smooth contour as the following relation holds: 

(4.13) f KdS+ f K,dl = 2n, 
s as 

where K 9 denotes the geodesic curvature of the bounding contour. 
Every closed, connected and orientable surface S can be characterized by a topolog

ical invariant x(S) called the Euler-Poincare index. 

FIG. 2. A-rupture. 

FIG. 3. A-puncture. 

WffA 
~ 

For the surfaces of bodies topologically equivalent · to the sphere x(S) = 2 for the 
torus x(S) = 0 and for the most general case - surface bounding a body equivalent 
to the "sphere with nbandles" x(S) = 2(1-n){[ll, 12]). As a straight conclusion from 
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem the following result for the connected, closed and orientable 
surface can be obtained [9, 12]: 

(4.14) f KdS = 2nx(S). 
s 

Let us consider now the two main schemes of incompressible flow discontinuities. 
The process resulting in the disconnection of a compact simple-connected (i.e. topolog
ically equivalent to the sphere) domain of pbase A forming two (simple-connected) do
mains will be called the A-rupture (Fig. 2). 

Another process resulting in the perforation of the simple connected A-domain (i.e. 
transformation of a domain equivalent to the sphere into a domain topologically equi
valent to the torus by "making a hole", e.g. by indentation with two spherical punches) 
we will call A-puncture (Fig. 3). 

With certain caution we can generalize these notions on infinite domains- roughly 
speaking we should demand such processes to be semi-local, i.e. confined to the finite 
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space domain outside of which the form of interface does not change (cf. Eq. (4.13)). 
With such generalizations we realize at once that the process inverse to the A-rupture 
can be considered as the B-puncture, the process inverse to the A-puncture in turn can be 
considered as the B-rupture. 

We do not consider here such a flaw discontinuity as the isolated void opening inside 
the one phase domain - this case does not occur for the incompressible media. Of course 
the situation when the A-body includes a domain of B-phase can appear, but it can be 
easily seen that this can happen by "swallowing" a piece of B by "A-meduse", i.e. by 

FIG. 4. Transformation of a sphere-like body into a torus-shaped, body by B-puncture. 

FIG. 5. ,SwaJiowing" of B-body by A-body with B-rupture. 

B-rupture (Fig. 5). If we considered the phase transformations we would not be able to 
exclude the mentioned case of discontinuity modelling a nucleation of the second phase, 
but such a situation lies beyond the bounds of the present model. This is so since if the 
phase transformation process occurs, then the interface can no longer be considered as 
a material surface. The only exception here is the case when the second phase can be 
considered as the vacuum, then all the considerations of the previous section remain 
valid and we have two additional schemes of flaw discontinuities: void opening and void 
closure. 

Comparing Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) with Eq. (3.1) we can easily see that any of the four 
elementary :O.ow discontinuities is strictly connected with the discontinuous jump in energy 
of absolute value equar to 4n{J, namely: 

Discontinuity 
type 

A;.rupture (Fig 2) 
A-puncture (Fig. 3) 
B-rupture 

· B-puncture 

Energy change 

4n{J 
-4n{J 

4np 
-4n{J 
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Let us notice that no. matter how we transform the A-sphere into the A-torus either by 
~'drilling a hole" (A-puncture), or elongating it with subsequent bending and joining 
its ends (B-puncture Fig. 4), the net result remains invariant- energy change equal 
to 4np. 

5. Final remarks 

At the present time the authors can scarcely point out any significant physical consid
erations or experimental results which can point out that the introduction of the two 
additional constants ~ and p has any practical significance. On the other hand, however, 
as it has already been shown, the detection of the influence of these constants requires 
quite special experiments which at the authors' best knowledge have not yet been 
conducted. 

Appendix 

For any smooth surface specified by the vector function x = x(UX), (~ = 1, 2) the 
following notions can be introduced: ([8, 12, 4]) 

(A .I) 

(A.2) 
(A.3) 

ox 
eiX = ouiX 

a.,p = eiX·ep 
al%fJ 

aiX, ayfJ = lJtp' 

base vector, 

covariant representation of the metric tensor, 
contravariant representation of the metric tensor defined by the 
relation 

(A.4) £-unit skew-symmetric tensor which can be defined by its 
representation in orthonormal basis in which e11 = e22 = 0, 
et2 = 1, e21 = -1, 

A 1 i . . {J 
( .5) "" = T tiX t~ ea. e11" components of the unit vector, normal to the surface, 

where 

(A.6) 

ei being a contravariant space basis vector, the set of t~ quantities form the representation 
of some tensor (shifter) in the mixed basis (e;®ea.). 

Surface covariant differentiation is introduced the same way as for the three-dimen
sional space e.g. 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) ' a~ . " ' ' J i { } { • } ~., = autr - ~P ~+ ik ~~, 
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where 

(A.lO) { 
a } = .!!:_p_ . ea. 

{Jy i)u'>' 
sutface Christoffel symbols. 

At the arbitrary coordinate system the following relations are valid: 

(A.ll) aa.8,, = 0, 

(A.12) 

where ba.p- representation of the second fundamental form of the sutface. 

n:a. = -baflaf1rtt, (A.l3) 

(A.l4) ba.p,y = ba.y,fJ (Codazzi-Patterson theorem), 

(A.l5) J a~a.dS = J arxvrxdl, 
s as 

where a(if)- arbitrary tangent veetor field, v- unit tangent vector normal to as (Gauss
Ostrogradskii-Green formula). 

Mean curvature Hand Gauss curvature K obey the following relations: 

(A.I6) 

(A.I7) 

(A.I8) 

(Cayley-Hamilton formula). 

H - I a.f1b 
-Ta rxfJ' 

K = ~ [(ba.f1arxp) 2 -brx8brx{J], 

ba.ya"~dbdp-2Hba.p+Kaa.fJ = 0 

If the u« coordinates are material convective coordinates, and the dot over the symbol 
denotes the material time derivative, then the following relations are valid ([4, 13]) (if 
e; vectors are fixed): 

(A.19) 

where v stands for the velocity vector, and aa.p is the material derivative of the representation 
of the metric tensor (it is not the representation of the material derivative of the metric 
tensor) 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

tT- v' a. - ,a., 

ba.fJ = nivi,a.fh 

h" = n" = -n1v!,.t3a"~d, 

J~as = J (i+ ~ a«Pa~} dS, 
s s 

where S denotes the material domain of the surface and /is any density function (with 
respect to the surface measure). 
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The relations (A.l6) and (A.22) yield the following formulae: 

(A.25) 
• p . 1 p . 

H = -b« t11'v1 +-a« n'v. R. ,ex 2 •.ex"' 

(A.26) k = (2HacxP -b«P)niv1,exp-2Ka«Pt~v1 ,ex. 
From (A.5) and (A.23) taken together with well known relation 

Eijll:. Ezmngil = gJmgll:.n- gingkm' 

we get the following relation: 

(A.27) 

Finally we inspect the two particular differential expressions 

(2Ha«P-ba.fJ),p and (Je«Pb,paydt~-fpe«Pn").a, 

where f = f(zi'") is an arbitrary scalar function. For the first of them we have 

(2Ha«P-b«P) f3 = (bJJ'Ya a«P-b«P) f3 = (b afPraa.fl-b af«anP) f3 = b p(aqnaa.P_al!fXanf3) • JJY .:.:.. • fPt Q1t • Qn • 

however, by virtue of the Codazzi identity (A.l4) we have 

hence 

(A.28) 

For the second one we write 

(je«Pb,pa;>6t'J-fp ea.Pn").': 

I = f.ex e«flb,pa;>6t'J 

11 + Jea.flb,p,exa"~t~ 
Ill + feexPb,11 a,~b&znk 
IV - fpa e«Pnk 

V + f p e«Pba.,a"l)t:. 

bn(!,fJat!naa.fl = bnQ,panBa«Q 

We have used here Eqs. (A.12) and (A.l3) and the fact that e~~ = 0. 
The term (11) vanishes in virtue of the Codazzi identity, the term (Ill) is also equal 

to zero in view of the symmetry of Cap ~ b,11a"~bda.• the next term (IV) vanishes in view 
of the symmetry of f.a.fJ· The sum of the (I) and (V) terms can be rewritten in the form 

a"d~ e«f3(J,cxb~p + fpb,!) 

but the term in parentheses is symmetric with respect to ~ and {J indices, thus the whole 
product also vanishes. Hence 

(A.28) (fea.flb,pa"~t~-fp ea.f1n").cx = 0. 
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